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Mechanism of Mobility Improvement of a-Si TFT with Channel Passivated Layer
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The a -Si TFT with the channel -passivated layer shows hieh mobility and low
threshold-voltage conpared sith the conventional TFT. The F max-t vs. channelIensth relations indicate the existence of the induced n-channel under the drain/
channel-passivation overlap region for Vs(Vd. The induced-channel shortens the
effective channel-Iength to increase the observed nobility, and that suppresses
the hole-iniection fron drain-electrode in Ve(0V. OptinizLng, the conditions of
depositine a-Si(i) layer, the off-current at Vs=-20V decreases lower than 10-t"4,

1. Introduction

conditions to lower off-currents in the

a-Si TFT's have been widely used in
active-natrix liquid crystal displays (LCD's)
[1] , The requirenents of a-Si TFT's for TFT/
LCD's are high on-current for signal-charging,
low off-current(Ioff) for sienal- holdins [2],
Iow threshold-voltaee(Vt) for reducing driving
voltage and snall Vt-shift for reliability [3],
Several types of structures have been proposed
on the a-Si TFT'sr so far. The inverted-gatestaggered a-Si TFT with the channel-passivated
(CHP) layer has advantases of high mobility t4l
and low off-current. Hocever, it is not always
clear why the CHP -TFT has these nerits.
Recently, the overlap -effects of CHP -TFT's

TFTt

The

CHP-

s.

2. Experinent
2.1 TFT Fabrication

Fig. I

shows the cross'sectional view of

an asynnetrical CHP-TFT in which the overlaplengths of source/Cl/.P and drain/C[P are made
asynnetrically.0n a glass substrate, a gateelectrode of Cr was formedr on which a gateinsulator of SiN(300 nn thickness), an undoped
a-Si (i) tayer (20 50 nn) and a CHP layer of
SiN (200 nn) is continuously deposited by the
rf(13.56 ilHz) elow-discharse CVD method. The
SiH4-NH3-N? nixtures were used for the depositions of the gate-insulator and the CHP layer,
the pure SiH+ was used for the a-Si (i) layer.
The a -Si (i) layer degradation were prevented
by controling deposition tenperature of the
a-Si (i) and CHP layer. After the CHP patterns
sere forned, a light etch eas necessary over
the a -Si (i) surface by a diluted HF -NH * F
buffer -solution to inprove the source and
drain contacts. Thenr 6rr a-Si(n+) layer(30 nm)
sas deposited by the same CVD nethod using

were calculated using tuo-dinensional conputer

sinulations [5] . l{e studied experinentally
sone anbiguous points to estimate the mobility
( p ), the Vt and the Ioff in the CHP-TFT's.
Such conditions as the applied -voltages on
the gate (Vs) and drain electrodes (VA) , the
sizes of channel-width (tl) and leneth (L) after
fabrication, and the edge -effec.ts should be
taken into account carefully. In this paper,
$e uil I discuss the nechanism of the mobility
increase and the Vt reduction, and the

the
r035

SiHn-Hz-PH3

nixtures. The a-Si(n*) layer

on the

CHP

layer eas renoved after the forma-

3.2 Effects of the drain/CHP overlap region
Fig, 3 shocs the F uax-t vs. L characteristics of the asynnetrical CHP-TFT jn uhich
AOL is large (lOl, = 4.8 Ir wt O plots) , compared with those of the sane TFT uith the
source and drain electrodes exchanged, i.e",
AOL is snall (lOt, = 0.0 Fnt tr plots). It is

tion of source-drain electrodes of evaporated
Cr and Al. FinaIIy, a passivation layer ttas
forned (not shoun in Fis. 1).
2.

2 l,leasurenent

First, the overlap -effects of drain electrode over the CHP layer on the CHP-TFT
is investigated by conparison with the conventional inverted -gate -staggered TFT in which
an a -Si (n * ) Iayer is deposited continuously
on an a -Si (i) layer. Itle def ine the channel length under the CHP layer as Lr and the drain
/ CHP overlap -Iength as [ 0L. The p and P
values are derived fron the differential
curves of the nf m vs. Vs curves using the
relation of t[U = { ( p /Z). (Vg-Vt), where B =
,r'Csru'|il/L, Id is the drain-current, and Csrr
is the capacitance of the SiN gate-insulator
per unit area. In those curvesr se define the
naximun values of P and p as Fnax and pnax'

clear that the plots corresponding to the
Iarge A 0L ( O plots) and the snall I 0L ( n
plots) are on the separate lines. 0n the other
hand, as for the synnetrical qHP-TFT shown in
Fig. 4, these phenonena have not been observed,
and the both lines are exactly natched each
other. In Fig. 4, AOL is almost the sane, i.e.,
one side is l0L : L.7 Ir nt O plots, another
side is AOL = 1.5 ILnt tr plots. If ce use the
channel-length L' which is equal to L-A0L instead of the channel-length L shocn in Fig. 1,
then the line of the AOL = 4.8 pn (O ptots)
shifts to the Ieft, and the line after the
correction (f plots) is the sane as the line
corresponding to the AOL = 0.0 pm (n plots).
This fact suggests that the existence of the
induced n-channel under the [0L region shown
in Fig. 1, and this donrinates the drain current characteristics in the low gate voltage of Vs < Vd. Then the channel length L
becones shorter by i0L, and as a result, the
observed nobility increases,
After the correction of the A0L-effect
(O plots) in Fig. 2, the p nax-value of the
CHP-TFT takes a louer value (pnax = 0.73 cn'/
V.s) than the original value (0.92 cn'lV.s),
but this value is still hisher than that of
the conventional TFT (0.54 cn'lV-s). That yas
nainly caused by the differences of the edgeeffects of the drain-electrode in the CHP-TFT
and the plasna-danages on a-Si(i) back-surface
in the conventional TFT.

respectively. The Vtrnax and Vgrnax correspond
to those naxiuun values using the relations of
,f n = if ( P nax/Z). (Vs,nax-Vt,nax) and F nax =
p tnax'Csrrl{/L.

3. Results

and Discussion

p and Vt on gate-voltage
Fig. 2 shows the p vs. Ve and Vt vs. Vg
characteristics for the CHP-TFT (t = 10.1 Filt
O plots) and for the conventional TFT (t =
11.5 ptst A plots). Fig. 2 indicates that the
mobility of the CHP-TFT has the larse depend3.1 Dependences of

ence on the gate-voltage, and has the naximun
values (pnax = 0.92 cn'/V's, Vtrnax =1.2 V)
at around VS = 5V (Vgrnax). The p -values at

a gate-voltage higher than 10V are similar to
those of the conventional TFT. 0n the contrary'
the conventional TFT has a noderate peak in
nobility at around lOV (pnax = 0.54 cm'lV's,
Vtrnax = 2.6 V). The CHP-TFT's have hisher
p max -values and lower Vtrnax -values than
those of the conventional TFT's in the range
of Vs < Vd.

Fig. 5 (a) and (b) shoc the conparison of
the p vs. Vg characteristics of dj.fferent 401,,
i.e. , (a) AOL = I.4 p u and (b) AOL = 0.3 rr N
for different Vd, Fig. 5 (a) shows the typjcal.
p vs. Ve curves of the CHP-TFT, while Fig. 5
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(b) shows sinilar to those of the conventional
TFT. The induced n-channel under the [0L region has the effect of accelerating the rise
of on-current as well as shortening channellength, and going pith this' the Vt,nax-values
becone lower as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5'

a-Si(i) layer.
This condition is also useful to prevent
the abnornal positive Vt -shift accompanied
with noderating of the rise of on'current
Iowered with the optinized

under the negative-stress.

4.
3.3 Off-current of the CHP-TFT's
Discussing the off-current of a-Si TFT'
se should distinsuish the two tyPes of offcurrents. One has the dePendence on Vg due to
the rising of the hole-current, another has
not the dependence on Vs due to sinple leakage
currents such as the surface or boundary leakage current. In the conventional TFT's, it is
difficult to achieve the off -currents loser
than L0-'" A at Vs = -20 V and Vd = 10 V' although it is easier to achieve at Vg = -5 V.
Becauser the conventional TFT's have a strong
electric field around the edge of drain elec-

trode and the hole -injection easily occur,
However, the CHP -TFT's have a eeak electric
field under the drain -electrode due to the
electrical shield -effect of the A 0L region.
lloreover, the induced n -channel of the A 0L
region blocks the hole-iniection fron drainelectrode under negative gate bias. Conse quently, the hole-iniection in the CHP-TFT's
will be suppressed louer level than the conventionaf TFT. Fig. 6 shows the dePendence of
the Ioff-values at Vg = -20 V on deposition
tenperature of a-Si (i) layer. As was expected,
the loff-value is kept lower than 10-t " A in
the range lower than 230C. Hosever, in the
range hisher than 240 T, , the Ioff -value
increases exponentially with the deposition
tenperature of a -Si (i) Iayer. This fact is
explained as follows: the increase of acceptor
levels in a -Si (i) layer due to the hvdrogen
release fron this layer makes easy the holeinjection fron the a-Si(n*)Iayer under drain-

electrode. In Fig. 6rthe influence of channelIength on off -cunent is relatively snall'
Thus, the off -currents of CHP -TFT's are

Sunmary

The a-Si TFT with the channel-passivated
Iayer show high nobility and lou threshold -

voltage conpared with the conventional TFT's.
The on -current for the CHP -TFT's has the
dependence on the drain/CHP overlap-Iength AOL'
and indicate the existence of the induced nchannel under the lOL region in the low gatevoltage of Vg < Vd. The induced n -channel
shortens the effective channel length to
increase the observed nobility, and accelerates the rise of nobility in the loc gatevoltage region. Another effect of the induced
n-channel is suppressing hole-iniection from
the drain eleetrode under negative gate voltage. The off -currents of the CHP -TFT's
are reduced to a level locer than 10-t " A at
Vs = -20 V sith the optinized a-Si(i) Iayer.
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Fig. 1 Cross-sectional view of the asynmetrical CHP-TFT' with an overlap region of the
drain -electrode on the channel -passivated
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FiB. 3 p nax-1 vs. l, characteristics of the
asyrnetrical CHP -TFT ( t Ol, = 4.8 Ir nt O )
nith the correction of the AOL effect ( O ),
conpared sith those of the sane TFT nith the
source and drain electrodes exchanged ( [0L =
0.0 Filr D ).
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Fig. 4
nax-1 vs. L characteristics of the
synmetrical CHP -TFT ( A Ot, = L.7 F nt O )
conpared rith those of the sane TFT nith the
source and drain electrodes exchanged ( AOI =
1.5 Fr' n ).
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Fie. 2 p and Vt vs. Vs characte ristics of
the synnetrical CHP -TFT ( O
with the
correction of | 0L effect ( f
, conpared
uith those of the conventional TFT a ).
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Fig. 5 Conparison of p vs. Ve characteristics of different A0L, (a) AOL = L,4 Fn and
(b) AOL = 0.3 pn for different Vd,

Fig. 6

Dependence of Ioff at Vs = -20 V
the deposition tenperature of a-Si(i) layer.
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